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NEGOTIATING CARRIER-BROKERSHIPPER AGREEMENTS
Presented by Nathaniel G. Saylor, Partner

Parties to the Transaction
a. “Shipper”- often used as shorthand to identify the
owner of cargo or the broker’s customer, but also often
used to mean the party tendering cargo for
transportation.
i. Can be misleading if title to the goods passes to
consignee at origin.
b. “Broker”- 49 U.S.C. 13102; 49 C.F.R. 371.2.
c. “Motor Carrier” or just “Carrier”- 49 U.S.C. 13102.
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What Types of Transportation
a. Brokers are usually engaged in arranging “full truckload”
(“FTL”).
i. Industry norms differ in other segments of the motor
carrier industry (LTL, Parcel).
ii.Legal Standards differ in other modes (e.g., rail, air,
ocean).
1. Different licenses may also be required in different modes.

iii.Not discussing transportation of household goods
(as defined in 49 U.S.C. 13102).
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When are Brokers and Motor
Carriers Required to be Licensed?
a. Federal jurisdiction applies to “interstate” transportation
with some exceptions. 49 U.S.C. Chapter 135.
i. Legal test for interstate focuses on the journey of the
goods, not the specific motor carrier.
ii.Common Exceptions- Primary business; Prior or
subsequent movement by air. 49 U.S.C. 13506.
b. Intrastate Transportation
i. Roughly half of states require intrastate authority for
motor carriers.
ii.Only three states regulate intrastate brokerage of
general commodities.
1. AL, IL, and WA (also TX is no interstate authority).
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Impact of Law on Freedom to
Contract
a. Generally free to contract.
b. Part B of Subtitle IV to Title 49 contains rights and
remedies that may apply to carrier services as a default.
i. 49 U.S.C. 14101 allows carriers and “shippers” to waive
such rights and remedies.
ii.Brokers often include waiver language in their
contracts with carriers, and shippers often include
waiver language in contracts with brokers.
c. Industry norms may nevertheless limit ability to freely
contract.
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Typical Contracts
a. Typically, all three parties do not sign a single agreement.
i. Broker-Shipper Agreement.
ii. Broker-Carrier Agreement.
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How do Brokers Operate?
a. Agent? Principal? A little of each?
b. Brokers typically contract with hundreds or even
thousands of motor carriers.
i. Each load tendered by a shipper to a broker could
go to a different carrier.
ii.

Carrier agreements are already signed and in place;
revising is often an extremely onerous task.

c. Brokers often rely on TMS Systems to manage carrier
“stables” in order to track federal authority and
insurance certificates.
d. Compensation is usually based on spread between buy
and sell rates.
e. Pricing may be scheduled or spot rates.
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Typical Shipper-Broker Contract
Structure
a. Often, no obligation to use broker/no volume
commitment.
b. Freedom to terminate.
c. Shippers typically hold leverage.
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Use of Carrier Agreement for Broker
a. Becoming less common, but some shippers require
brokers to sign carrier agreements.
i. Broker will not be in compliance with numerous
obligations.
1. Duty to maintain for-hire motor carrier authority.
2. Provision of drivers and equipment.
3. Insurance requirements.

ii. Such obligations may be difficult if not impossible to
insure.
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Typical Broker-Carrier
Contract Structure
a. Often, no obligation to use broker and no volume
commitment.
b. Freedom to terminate.
c. Shippers typically hold leverage.
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The Broker-Carrier Agreement
a. Broker should anticipate shipper requests.
i. Lien waiver, insurance requirements, collections
against shipper, indemnity, food handling, cargo
recovery, ban on subcontracting, shipper as third
party beneficiary, etc.
b. Broker should anticipate carrier realities.
i. Shipper specific requests may not be practical.
ii.May unreasonably limit carrier pool if excessive
insurance requirements or safety rating demands.
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What about the Carrier?
a. Common areas of Carrier push-back
i. Offset
ii.Scope of Indemnity
1. Disclaim Cargo
2. Be aware of anti-indemnity statutes!

iii.Cargo Liability- Carmack/49 U.S.C. § 14706
1. Onerous, but also favorable preemption standard
2. Full value or cap?
3. Carmack does not automatically limit claim filing periods.

iv.Overreaching insurance demands (add’l insured/waivers
of subrogation)
v.Non-compete provisions
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What about the Carrier (cont’d) ?
a. Consider asking for:
i. Mutual indemnity (loading/unloading, commodity
descriptions, etc.).
ii.Consequential Damages Waiver.
iii.Cap on cargo liability.
1. Indemnity for excess claims.
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Broker Contracts with the
Shipper/Customer
a. Typically Shipper Drafted
b. Typically Shipper Favored
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Getting to Yes
a. Understand the other party’s concerns
i. Shippers, are you interested in service, price, risk shifting?
1. If also selecting carriers directly, Shipper bears the risk of negligently
selecting an unsafe carrier. Brokers will assume this risk.
2. If selecting carriers directly, shippers would not typically be liable for
carrier acts and omissions. Should the broker?

ii. Brokers, what is your risk tolerance?
1. Size and Life Cycle matter
2. Have a plan, stick to it, and make sure your team understands
3. Understand your insurance!

b. Scope of Services- Does the Shipper’s form even contemplate
the right services?
i. TL, LTL, rail, cross-border, controlled temp?
1. Define what is covered and disclaim what is not.
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General Concepts
a. Mind the gap
i. Brokers have to anticipate Shipper demands in carrier
agreements. Hard enough if FTL, virtually impossible if:
1. Different Modes
2. Specialized Services (e.g., LTL, food, Mexico)

b. “Arrange” versus “transport”
c. “Carrier will agree” versus “carrier shall”
i. “Broker will ensure Carrier complies with this Agreement”.
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Carrier Selection / Qualifications
a. Carrier Selection / Qualifications
i. Shippers should leave this to the broker so as to minimize
exposure
ii.Understand what is realistic
1. The vase majority of carriers are “unrated”, they have no safety rating,
so do not demand “Satisfactory” carriers.
2. Carrier BASIC scores are no longer publicly available in the Safety
Management System – do no require brokers to track scores.
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Scope and Duty to Serve
a. “Shall accept” or “Shall arrange”
i. Potential exposure to the broker for higher cost
replacement services
1. Risks mitigated if no scheduled rates or no-cause termination
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Rates and Payments
a. Scheduled rates? Spot quotes?
b. Offset
i. Can you find middle ground (e.g., prior written notice,
etc.)
c. Remedies for Non-Payment?
i. Shippers often refuse to pay interest.
d. Brokers do not have a lien as a matter of law; carrier lien
rights are limited.
e. Credit period.
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Cargo Loss and Damage
Considerations when Using a Broker
a. Federal Law does not Impose liability on the broker, but
the Carmack Amendment (49 U.S.C. 14706) imposes on
the carrier.
b. State law may be preempted, but contractually assumed
liabilities will be enforced.
c. The Broker’s Options
i. Broker liable as if it were the Carrier
ii.Broker is contingently liable if Carrier does not pay
iii.Broker is liable for its negligence
iv.Broker is not liable
d. Cap on Broker’s liability.
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Cargo Loss and DamageAdditional Considerations

a. Delay
i. Not typically insurable
ii.What is being sought- chargebacks or plant shutdown?
1. Can we limit to contractual chargebacks or to a per-occurrence limit?

b. Warranties regarding ownership
c. Sole liability/sole recovery
i. Assignment of claims against carrier as condition to
broker settling
ii.Credit for amounts received by claimant from or on
behalf of carrier.
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Indemnities
a. Broker’s own negligence
i. Includes risks related to carrier selection
b. Who bears risk of Carrier’s conduct?
i. Shipper will say the Broker selected the carrier.
ii.Broker will say you already have this risk, I can’t take it
on for these margins.
c. Shipper’s negligence
i. Carve out, mutual indemnity, or broker to bear?
d. How to address cargo?
e. Consider bifurcated defense/indemnity.
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The Broker’s Insurance
a. Insurance for Highway Accidents
i. Commercial Auto Liability
ii.Contingent Auto Liability
iii.Truck Broker Liability
iv.Commercial General Liability?
b. Insurance for Cargo
i. Motor Carrier Cargo Liability
ii.Contingent Cargo Liability
1. Gotchas (for instance, limits only as high as limits in carrier’s
certificate of insurance)
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The Broker’s Insurance (cont’d)
a. Additional Coverages
i. Commercial General Liability
ii.Errors and Omissions
iii.Warehouse
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The Carrier’s Insurance
a. Broker’s ability to agree is limited by commercial realities
b. Typically, carriers will maintain
i. Commercial Auto Liability
ii. Commercial General Liability (?)
iii. Motor Carrier Cargo Legal Liability
iv. Workers Compensation (?)
c. Problems with shippers demanding additional insured
status/waivers or subrogation
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Additional Considerations –
Rail, Air, Ocean
a. Different modes have different legal regimes.
b. Carriers in other modes will not have agreed to same
obligations as FTL motor carriers.
c. Is the broker even authorized?
i. Federal Maritime Commission? Transportation Security
Administration?
d. Rail carriers will not enter into contracts with the broker
i. Brokers take on significant risk if tendering to rail
carriers under customer agreements that do not
specifically address rail.
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Additional Considerations –
Food
a. FDA Regulations
i. Broker as “Shipper”- duty to provide safe handling
instructions to carrier
b. Commercial Realities
i. Ban on sale of cargo that “may have been” adulterated
1. Leveraged by Shippers
a. Broken trailer seal/temperature excursion
b. Ban on salvage

c. Cargo insurance might not be triggered if no “actual loss”.
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Additional Considerations –
Home Deliveries
a. Background Checks
i. Privacy laws and ban the box
b. Installer licensing
c. Carton damage
d. Storage in terminal
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Additional Considerations –
Mexico
a. Additional Considerations - Mexico
i. U.S. Carriers generally do not/cannot operate in
Mexico.
ii.Goods are transloaded at the border, meaning the
transportation is subcontracted to a carrier in Mexico.
iii.Carriers in Mexico cap cargo liability.
iv.U.S. Carriers generally cannot get insurance against
cargo loss and damage in Mexico.
1. Is the shipper insured?
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Questions?
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Thank You
Nathaniel G. Saylor
nsaylor@scopelitis.com
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